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Who spoke with a machine today?

Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text of the 
printing and typesetting industry. Lorem 
Ipsum has been the industry's standard 
dummy text ever since the 1500s, when an 
unknown printer took a galley of type and 
scrambled it to make a type specimen book. 
It has survived not only five centuries, but 
also the leap into electronic typesetting, 
remaining essentially unchanged. It was 
popularised in the 1960s with the release of 
Letraset sheets containing Lorem Ipsum 
passages, and more recently with desktop 
publishing software like Aldus PageMaker 
including 



Artificial Intelligence timeline

https://connectjaya.com/ai-timeline/
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Demystifying GPT

G – Generative
P – Pre-trained
T  – Transformer



Generative AI

A branch of AI focused 
on creating new things 
from existing data ,
typically using deep 
learning algorithms.

https://www.wired.com/story/this-copyright-lawsuit-could-shape-the-future-of-generative-
ai/



Pre-Trained (Language Model)

https://docs.cohere.ai/docs/introduction-to-large-language-models



Pre-Trained (Language Model)

Next Token Prediction

https://towardsdatascience.com/how-chatgpt-works-the-models-behind-the-
bot-1ce5fca96286

Hannah is a sister
Hannah is a friend
Hannah is a marketer
Hannah is a comedian

Masked Language Model

Jacob _______ reading

Jacob fears reading
Jacob loves reading
Jacob enjoys reading
Jacob hates reading

Hannah is a _______



Transformer (model)

https://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-gpt2/



Transformer (model)

Attention is all you need. https://arxiv.org/pdf/1706.03762.pdf

Neural network

Multi layered encoders/decoders

Attention and self-attention



Doesn’t sound very new

https://bootcamp.uxdesign.cc/how-chatgpt-really-works-explained-for-non-technical-people-71efb078a5c9



What made the difference?



Revolution or evolution?

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.01108



GPT is a family of tools

https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.01108
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Can we talk code?



Can you write / fix code?



Can you write / fix code?



Can you do my exams?



Answer on any question (?!)



Answer on any question (?!)



Other limitations



ויש גם בעברית



ויש גם בעברית



GPT4? 



What does it mean?

Feature Expectation

Number of parameters 1 Trillion

Accuracy Enhanced understanding of the context of a 
given task and complete it more accurately. 
Also designed to handle larger amounts of 
data and more sophisticated tasks than GPT-3.

Multimodality Support for image, and sound based inputs in 
addition to text.

Less dependent on good prompting Freedom to users to formulate their intention 
in their way, and the system will understand it.

Alignment Greater alignment with human values and 
expectations



Ethical considerations

1. Training bias - Language models can pick up biases from the 
data they are trained on

2. Misinformation – LLM can generate responses that may contain 
misinformation or propaganda

3. Safety – Control over potentially harmful content
4. Accountability – Maintain user’s accountability over obtained 

results and their use
5. Copyrights – the prompter? Model owner? Data owner? None?
6. Dependence on AI – creativity? Job security? Other?
7. Unintended consequences



כמו שאר הדברים בחיים

איתוזה תלוי במה אנחנו עושים –אין טוב או רע 

לפני מי אתה עתיד ליתן דין וחשבון



Thank you
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